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Abstract  

 

Process Mining is one of the newest and most sought-after fields of data mining in busi-

ness process analysis, used to increase quality, reduce costs, and identify process risks. 

 

Process mining allows us to find large and complicated process flows and analyze devia-

tions, bottlenecks, and anomalies from historical data, called event logs.  The techniques 

include process discovery (finding models from an event log), compliance checking (study-

ing deviations), and enhancement (improving the model). Furthermore, it can be studied 

from three perspectives, control-flow (mapping), performance (timing), and organization 

(social). 

 

This report addresses the analysis and process mining of a multinational packaging solu-

tions company's shared service center's purchase-to-pay system.  Four possible processed 

invoice flows were implemented using the available data. Moreover, some key performance 

indicators regarding duplicated and automated rates are defined and measured. For imple-

mentation, an R package - bupaR was used as a process mining software tool and Tableau 

as a business intelligence tool. 

 

 

Keywords: Business Process Analysis, Process Mining, Accounts Payable, bupaR, Tableau, 

invoice process, purchase to pay, online analytical processing. 
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Introduction 

 

There is a massive amount of data generated at every moment. Consequently, it is said that 

we are in the era of big data, of incredible amounts of event data, data that is being record-

ed.  This big data brings challenges of volume, velocity, variety, and veracity (the four Vs of 

big data). So, today's challenge is not to generate more data but to transform this data into 

real value (Aalst W. v., 2019). 

 

Companies use information systems to handle multiple processes, often using one or more 

software. An example of this software is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), such as SAP 

and ORACLE, which is used in business transactions such as purchasing, paying, sales  or 

manufacturing.  

 

The recorded process data is often called a transaction log, audit trial, history, or event log. 

If the data have some associated activity or task, and even a person associated with the 

steps of each instant of the process, it is possible to apply process mining techniques to 

discover the actual process flow. It is possible to check the conformity of recorded data 

with expected behavior and to detect deviating cases. Performance metrics can be applied, 

unusually long cases can be detected, and bottlenecks identified. Process mining can im-

prove elapsed time, prevent potential risks and fraud, and apply predictive techniques.  

 

Process mining, or business process intelligence, is bridging the gap between classical pro-

cess model analysis and data mining. Data mining is interested in isolated decisions or low-

level patterns and does not look at the end-to-end process, and in process model analysis, 

data is ignored. Nevertheless, data mining and process mining tend to be combined to an-

swer very advanced questions (Aalst W. v., Process Mining, Data Science in Action, 2016). 

 

 
Figure 1: Diagram of the relationship between process mining, data mining, and business process manage-

ment (BPM). 

Many other authors, such as (Grossman & Rinderle-Ma, 2015), place process mining in the 

business intelligence theme as one more tool for data analytics along with Data Mining and 

Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Business Intelligence Framework. 

This report addresses the data extracted from an IT software application (Basware) regard-

ing a purchase-to-pay (P2P) process used by the Accounts Payable (AP) team to ensure 

that orders for goods or services provided by suppliers to the company were paid on time. 

The company is Klöckner Pentaplast, a global leader in packaging solutions under the Fi-

nance kp Shared Service Center in Porto. 

 

The P2P process is crucial to the organization's value chain because it can be subject to 

business risks, such as extended delivery times, decreasing efficiency of production or in-

creasing costs, or the risk of potential fraud. Analyzing the process provides insight into 

improvement potentials and prevention of potential risks. 

 

This report consists of two main parts, one with the essential process mining theory and 

some business process definitions under the AP department's responsibility; the second 

part is the application of the techniques to data, with the respective analyses and sugges-

tions for the problems found in the process. 

 

The first part is based on the book (Aalst W. v., 2016), and in the second part on the report 

(Kiarash Diba, 2019), the BPI Challenge winner, which is a challenge held every year and 

open to all to apply process mining techniques on real data.  

 

Tableau Prep was chosen to extract, load, and transform the data (ELT software), Tableau 

Desktop as a Business Intelligence tool to visualize and analyze the data, and the bupaR 

package from R was used to apply the process mining techniques. 
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Part I – The Theory 

1. Process Models 

1.1. Introduction 

 

It is essential to understand and have some notions of process models to understand some 

process mining techniques better. In this chapter, it is presented the essentials of the pro-

cess model concepts. The book (Aalst W. v., 2016) describes several commonly used mod-

els: transition systems, Petri nets, Business Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN), C-

nets, EPCs, YAWL, and process trees. In this report, only two are described: Petri nets, the 

oldest and best-researched process modeling language, and BPMN, which has become one 

of the most widely used languages for modeling business processes.  

 

Process models help to manage complexity by providing information and documenting 

procedures. Some errors create a theoretical model, such as the model describing an ideal-

ized version of reality or the inability to capture human behavior adequately. An inadequate 

model can lead to wrong conclusions, and process mining allows fact-based design models, 

can show that all kinds of inefficiencies occur, and can also visualize the remarkable flexi-

bility of some workers to deal with varying problems and workloads.  

 

Figure 3 shows a process model expressed in a Petri net, and Figure 4 shows the same pro-

cess in BPMN. The model describes the handling of a request for compensation within an 

airline. Customers may request compensation for various reasons, such as a delayed or can-

celed flight. 

 

 
Figure 3: A Petri net modeling the handling of compensation requests. 

 

 
Figure 4: The same process modeled in terms of BPMN. 
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Many process mining algorithms use Petri nets during discovery or conformance checking. 

However, this does not imply that the end-user needs to see any Petri nets. Tools such as 

ProM can convert Petri nets to other notations such as BPMN and vice versa. 

 

1.2. Petri Nets 

 

Petri nets are the oldest process modeling language. It is simple and intuitive, allowing the 

application of various techniques and analyses. One of its best features is to allow the mod-

eling of concurrency.  

 

 
Figure 5: A marked Petri net. 

Elements named tokens can flow through the structure, where their distribution across the 

places determines the state of a Petri net and is referred to as its marking. In the initial 

marking shown in Figure 5, there is only one token, and ‘start’ is the only marked place.  

 

A Petri net is a static graph consisting of places and transitions, but tokens move according 

to rules: 

- Places: are represented by circles, and every Petri net has one represented by the be-

ginning and one represented by the end of the process. Token goes through the struc-

ture depending on whether there is an option or/and. Whether there is a parallel union 

or join, for the option ‘and’ and if it is a parallel split, one transition will be connected 

with multiple output places. The token will slip in the number of available transitions. 

If it is a parallel join, multiple input places are connected to a single transition, and eve-

ry token of the multiple places will be in just one. For the option ‘or,’ whoever fires 

first consumes the token, disabling the other transition, and the join must be synchro-

nizing. 

- Transition: are represented by squares and only distribute tokens in the Petri net. The 

transitions move tokens from the input places to the output places connected and only 

fire if all the input places have a token to consume.  
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1.3. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) 

 

Recently, the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) has become one of the 

most widely used languages to model business processes. 

 

 
Figure 6: Process model using the BPMN notation. 

Like the Petri net model, there is a beginning and an end. The activities can be carried out 

in parallel, and a rhombus with an X represents a choice, and only one of the activities can 

be chosen. Figure 6 shows that there are split and join gateways of different types: AND, 

XOR, OR. The splits are based on data conditions.  The notation may become more com-

plicated according to the process model, Figure 7. Process discovery algorithms use Petri 

nets, but BPMN is used to present the results to organizations. Both models describe the 

same behavior. 

 
Figure 7: BPMN notation. 

 

2. Process Mining 

2.1. Introduction 

 

The increase in data availability gave rise to process mining, which focuses on extracting 

insights about processes from event logs, that is, data with the historical record. However, 

it is not a trivial task since business processes are usually very complex, sometimes, event 

logs contain only a sample of all possible cases, or errors and inconsistencies create addi-

tional difficulties. (GertJanssenswillen, 2021) 
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Process mining has three types for conducting the event logs: process discovery, conform-

ance checking, and enhancement. First, process discovery takes an event log and produces 

a model using an algorithm without any other information about the process. The second 

type is conformance, where the model discovered is compared to an existing process and is 

used to check if reality, as recorded in the log, is the same as the theoretical. Finally, en-

hancement is to improve an existing process model using information about the actual pro-

cess recorded, modifying the model to reflect reality better. 

 

Alongside, the relationship between a process model and ‘reality’ captured in the form of 

an event log can be reflected by the terms Play-in, Play-out, and Replay (Aalst W. v., 2019): 

- Play-in, the goal is to construct a model, learning a process model without model-

ing from raw event data, which corresponds to process discovery. 

- Play-out is about the classical use of process models not involving any event data, 

which can be used for analyzing business processes. 

- Replay uses an event log and a process model as input. The event log is replayed on 

top of the process model to perform conformance checking, allowing to see dis-

crepancies between the log and the model, investigate performance problems, and 

construct predictive models by replaying many cases and learning the expected time 

until an activity completion. 

 

In addition, it is possible to study the model from several perspectives, including the con-

trol flow perspective (‘How with case flows?’), the organizational perspective (‘Who is in-

volved?’), and the performance perspective (‘When it occurs?’). 

 

 
Figure 8: There are three ways of relating event logs and process models. 
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Van der Aalst (Aalst W. v., Process Mining, Data Science in Action, 2016), a professor with 

extensive research in this area, presents an approach of five steps for an approach to apply-

ing process mining techniques, Figure 9: 

 

 
Figure 9: Approach to cover the organizational, time, and case perspectives. 

- Step 1: Obtain a record of events by extracting data from various systems and exploring 

and filtering the process. 

- Step 2: discover a process model using process mining techniques. 

- Step 3: link events in the log to activities in the model. 

- Step 4: extend the model, add the organizational perspective (identify events in the log 

entities that link activities to groups of resources), add the time perspective (timestamps  

and frequencies can be used to learn probability distributions), add the case perspective and 

add other perspectives (information about risks and costs can be added to the model).  

- Step 5: return the integrated model. 

 

There are several processes where process mining can be applied, and it is possible to find 

them in any organization, whether a company, a school, a hospital, or a finance depart-

ment. The processes can be seen as 'maps' describing the operation of the organization and 

can be applied alongside new approaches, for example:  

- Online process - can be used to explore processes in real-time using visualization 

and forecasting;  

- Big data - helping with conventional approaches to handling data that is too large 

and complex;  

- Cubes and OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) – analyzing organized events us-

ing different dimensions, for example, case types, regions, sub-processes, depart-

ments, and time windows. 
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2.2. Event log 

 

Data can be extracted from various data sources, such as databases, flat files, message logs, 

transaction logs, and document management systems. The data is probably unstructured 

and scattered across different data sources, and it often takes quite a lot of effort to collect 

the relevant information. It helps that extraction is driven by questions rather than explor-

ing all data availability. 

 

The mining process results likely trigger new questions, which may lead to the exploration 

of new data sources and more detailed data extractions. Often several iterations of extrac-

tion and filtering are required. However, there is a minimum amount of information con-

tained in the data to be able to apply process mining. 

 

An event log is a set of historical, or time-stamped, data with uniquely identified activities 

and cases. It is necessary to clean and transform the data so it can be analyzed as event 

records, but it must have a temporal record, and it is crucial to understand the ‘cases’ or 

‘activities’. An event log must have at least six different pieces of the required information 

(bupaR, 2019): 

- A timestamp, a time date 

- A case identifier, is the s.ubject of the process, e.g., a customer, an order, a patient. 

- An activity label is a step in the process, e.g., receiving an order or sending a pay-

ment. 

- An activity instance identifier, is the execution of a specific step for a specific case. 

- A transactional life cycle stage, typical values start and complete. Other possible values 

are schedule, suspend, or resume. 

- A resource identifier, can be a person or a machine associated with the activity. 

 

An example can be seen in Figure 10, and this is an extract event log containing nine 

events. Each event is linked to a single timestamp. As there can be more events within a 

single activity, each event must have a life cycle state (in the example is the status). In addi-

tion, an activity instance identifier needs to indicate which events belong to the same activi-

ty instances. 
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Figure 10: Example of an event log containing nine events. 

Figure 11 shows all types of transactions, their enablement, and their effect. For example, 

according to the transactional life cycle model, "abort_activity" is only possible when the 

activity instance is running (i.e., started, suspended, or readded). 

 

 
Figure 11: All transaction types. 

There are some challenges in extracting event logs. Here are some of them: 

- Events are grouped by cases. For this, the events need to be related to each other. 

- Events need to be sorted by the case (in order of occurrence). 

- Event logs can only provide a snapshot of a longer process. When the average duration of 

a case is short compared to the duration of the recording, it is better to remove incomplete 

cases.  

- Company information systems may have thousands of tables with company-relevant data. 

Knowledge is needed to locate the required data; it depends on the available data and the 

questions that need to be answered. 

- In many applications, the events in the event log are at a different level of granularity than 

the activities relevant to end users. 

 

Finally, data quality is of utmost importance for the success of the mining process. If event 

data is missing or cannot be trusted, then the results of process prospecting are less valua-

ble. In the book (Aalst W. v., 2016), it is possible to find several warnings for the most var-

ied types of errors that can compromise the data quality. 
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2.3. Process Discovery 

 

Process discovery is the leading and most studied process mining task. The biggest chal-

lenge is to find an algorithm that can discover a process model that is as representative as 

possible of the behavior of the event log. Petri nets are widely used to study algorithm per-

formance because they are simple and graphical while allowing the modeling of concurren-

cy, choices, and iteration. 

 

For the model found to be representative of the actual behavior, there is a trade-off be-

tween the following four quality criteria: 

- Fitness: The behavior seen in the event log must be the same as the reproduce model; a 

model with reasonable fitness can reproduce most of the traces, i.e., the paths taken by the 

cases in the log. 

- Accuracy: The behavior discovered by the model should not be completely unrelated to 

what was seen in the event record and should not underperform the record; a model with 

poor accuracy is underfitting. 

- Generalization: The discovered model should generalize the behavior seen in the event 

log, not overfitting the log. An overfitting model does not generalize enough. 

- Simplicity: The model discovered should be as simple as possible. 

 

For example, an oversimplified model will likely have low fitness or lack precision. Moreo-

ver, there is an apparent trade-off between underfitting and overfitting. Other properties 

can be applied to evaluate the model found, like soundness which assesses the existence of 

process bugs, but these are the main ones. 

 

There are many algorithms, and they are numerous with the development of process min-

ing. Only two algorithms are present, the simplest and most widely used: 

 

The alpha miner algorithm was one of the first process discovery algorithms that could 

handle concurrency with less than three activities and could scan the event log for patterns. 

However, it has problems with noise, infrequent/incomplete behavior, and complex rout-

ing constructs. 

 

The idea of the algorithm is to search for the traces to sort relationships between activities 

and then build a footprint matrix with these relationships. The algorithm can detect three 

sorting relations: 

- Sequence (→): A follows B, but B does not follow A. 

- Parallel (|||): A follows B, as B follows A. 

- No direct relation (#): A never follows B, and B never follows A. 

 

Then the footprint matrix is converted into a Petri net, as an example Figure 12. 

Straightforwardly, the alpha miner algorithm uses the directly following relation: start and 

end activities. 
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Figure 12: Process discovery using alpha algorithm, (a) Event log, (b) Footprint matrix, and (c) Petri net. 

The heuristic mining algorithm considers the frequencies and sequences of events to 

build a process model. Less frequent paths are not incorporated into the model and detect 

short loops. It improves the alpha algorithm because it filters out noise behaviors and ig-

nores single activities. 

 

Figure 13, is summarized the three main steps of the algorithm. First, the frequency matrix 

is calculated using the number of times an activity follows another |a >L b|. Then the de-

pendency matrix, which uses the following formula, taking into account that L is the set of 

event logs, and |a >L b| is the number of times that activity a follows activity b in that set:   

 

 
 

Where |a ⇒L b| is the value of the dependency relation between ‘a’ and ‘b’. This value is 

between -1 and 1. If it is close to 1, then there is a strong positive dependency between ‘a’ 

and ‘b’, i.e., ‘a’ is often the cause of ‘b’. Finally, a Petri net is built using patterns and with-

out infrequent relations between activities. 
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Figure 13: Process discovery using Heuristics miner (a) Event log, (b) Directly-follows matrix, (c) Depend-

ency matrix, and (d) Petri net. 

The alpha and heuristic miner algorithms provide process models in a direct and determin-

istic way. New approaches use iterative procedures to mimic the process of natural evolu-

tion, such as Inductive Mining ou Fuzzy Miner, which can handle vast and infrequent event 

data, best in flexibility, formal guarantees, and scalability. 

 

2.4. Conformance checking and enhancement 

 

Compliance checking can be applied when there is a process model, either discovered or 

built by hand, and a record of events that can be compared. The aim is to find similarities 

and discrepancies between the discovered and observed behavior. Compliance checking is 

relevant for the alignment and auditing of companies. For example, the event log can be 

replicated simultaneously with the process model to find undesirable deviations that sug-

gest fraud or inefficiencies. Compliance checking techniques can also be used to measure 

the performance of process discovery algorithms and to repair models that are not well 

aligned with reality. 

 

2.5. Software 

 

In the last decades, a set of tools have been developed to keep up with the development of 

process mining techniques, both commercial and open-source tools. The big difference 

between commercial and open-source software is that commercial tools are more interac-

tive, more robust in graph visualization, and have more user experience and multi-

perspective nature of process analysis. In contrast, open-source tools focus on an academic 

study of the techniques and algorithms, which some commercial software lack. 

(GertJanssenswillen, 2021) 
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Figure 14: Process mining software. 

Were tested some tools like ProM, one of the most extensive and open processes mining 

frameworks; RapidProM, a variant of ProM that was developed on the RapidMiner frame-

work; Celonis and Disco also tested, using a demo version with a hypothetical to order the 

full software with a student license. The chosen one was the latest free available - bupaR, 

an ‘extensible set of R packages for business process analysis’ developed in 2019. The bu-

paR packages stand for Business Process Analysis with R and provide support for different 

stages in process analysis, such as importing and preprocessing event data, calculating de-

scriptive statistics, process visualization, and conformance checking (bupaR, 2019). 

 

3. Business Understanding 

 

Accounts payable (AP) are essential in balancing the flow of any accounting. While ac-

counts receivable is responsible for the company's revenue, AP deals with expenses and 

associated purchases.  

 

The AP department is responsible for company invoices that must be paid within a specific 

time limit to avoid supplier defaults. These invoices can be for products or services that 

have already been delivered but not immediately paid. AP can be used as short-term loans 

that can usually be paid within 15, 30, or 45 days after the company receives the invoice.  

Companies will try to extend the term to increase cash, while suppliers prefer a shorter  

term. Suppliers will sometimes sell at a discount to encourage quick payment if the compa-

ny can pay within a shorter period. Companies that frequently exceed payment terms tend 
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to develop poor relationships with suppliers. Companies must balance paying their bills and 

maintaining good relationships with suppliers.  

 

 
Figure 15: An example of a possible Purchase to pay process. 

 

Although the procedure can differ from the company, here is an example of the AP pro-

cess for dealing with the invoice: receipt of Purchase Order (PO) from the purchasing de-

partment, receipt of vendor invoices, matching of PO and invoice details, validation, ap-

proval, and invoice payments to the vendor. Many use a Purchase-to-Pay (P2P) procedure 

that covers all activities from purchase to invoice processing and supplier payments. The 

aim is to ensure the legitimacy and accuracy of any payment from the business. Some of 

the documents and definitions associated are: 

 

- A Purchase Order (PO): is a legally binding agreement issued by the company to 

the supplier stating the type of good or service ordered and the agreed quantity and 

prices. For large companies, several entities are involved in the process, including 

the department requesting the goods or services, the purchasing department, the 

accounts payable department, the receiving department, and the supplier.  

- Goods Receipt (GR): The goods receipt report confirms the purchase of the prod-

uct or service ordered from the supplier. The details of the receipt report should 

match those of the previously issued order. This document should include the 

quantity of the item received, required details about the goods, and any notes of 

damage or issues with the shipment. 

- Invoice: At the same time or upon receipt of the ordered goods, the company 

would receive the invoice from the supplier of the goods or services.  The AP de-

partment's processing of the invoice is the sole responsibility, which checks the in-

voice details through correspondence between the order, the receipt report, and the 

supplier's invoice and schedules the payments after approval.  

- Types of matching: There are different ways accounts payable departments check 

and match invoices. Some companies prefer two-way matching, which involves just 
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matching an invoice with a purchase order, but others prefer three-way matching. 

In three-way matching, the invoice is compared to the purchase order and the re-

ceipt report (alternatively, the goods receipt or order receipt). This way, avoid 

fraudulent invoices and avoid human error.  

 

There are some common challenges along the P2P process, for instance: 

- Time delays: Delays in processing an invoice and paying the supplier can snowball 

into late receipt of ordered items, poor credit ratings, poor vendor relations, and 

fees/fines.  

- Matching errors: Three-way matching is necessary to ensure that all vendors are 

correctly paid. Discrepancies can occur when data entry errors or incorrect invoice 

information can take time to identify or correct. Errors lead to many problems 

throughout the accounts payable cycle, from friction with the vendor to delayed 

transactions. 

- Double payment: Without proper protocols, accounting teams can accidentally 

double payments. Human error happens. Clear communication, software, and in-

ternal control protocols help prevent this. 

 

Digital development has influenced processes in the business world, and the account paya-

ble process is one of them. The use of machine learning techniques and process mining has 

enabled the automation of invoice processes, helping employees keep a more accurate rec-

ord of expenses and cash flow and can help automatically pay invoices by their due dates . 

Today's digital AP process includes capturing invoice data, coding invoices with the correct 

account and cost center, approving invoices, matching invoices with purchase orders, and 

posting them for payments. Therefore, the AP team has more time to devote to analytical 

and administrative functions that benefit the company.  
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Part II – The Action 

4. Data Understanding 

4.1. The proposed problems 

 
The company is Klöckner Pentaplast (kp), has more than 30 locations worldwide, and is a 

global leader in packaging solutions under the Finance kp Shared Service Center in Porto. 

The shared service centers are characterized by bringing together a set of operations in a 

single location of a large company, thus enabling cost reduction for increased competitive-

ness in global markets, followed by improved quality and greater transparency. The team in 

the shared service center is referred to as SSC, and each company's local team will be re-

ferred to as LT. 

 

For this report, the company provided real-life data from the software used to handle P2P 

processes, integrate with ERP systems, and use a Tableau Server to do OLAP analyses. It 

was asked to analyze the data using free choice techniques, suggest some challenges be 

faced and provide a wide range of insights beyond the given scope. The analysis should be 

driven to help quantify issues and resolve them based on the following KPIs (Key Perfor-

mance Indicators) - they help the team leader monitor performance and analyze inefficien-

cies over time. The meaning will be explained in the following sections: 

a) Receiving time, 

b) Invoice senders (internal / external), 

c) Reassess Line-item reading, 

d) Invoices rejected, 

e) Invoice lead time, 

f) Suppliers by template creation, 

g) Suppliers with more volume, 

h) Lead time per approver, 

i) Invoices and suppliers with and without PO per spend type, 

j) Invoices per FTE (full-time employee), 

k) Duplicate Invoices, 

l) Touchless Invoices. 

 

4.2. The data and process 

 

This first stage of data extraction, cleaning, and transformation can take about 80% of the 

time. Once there is a good understanding of the concepts, and with the AP team that deals 

with the data daily, it is possible to choose just enough attributes to get answers from the 

'pool' of available data. 
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Figure 16: Suppliers and companies transactions map using Tableau. 

The data was collected in December and referred only to September of that year and con-

sists of the four stages of P2P, in  

Appendix I - Attributes available. This difference of months allowed the team time to deal 

with the invoices and to analyze only the processed invoices. As a significant data source, 

these are not organized and raise some doubts about their quality when confronted with 

other systems in the company. After the choice, it was considered valid values and had 

their respective meaning. 

 

With over 500 attributes, this report mainly used the InvoiceHeader source, which contains 

several attributes about the invoices. The data has 27.572 invoices from 20 companies in-

volving more than 400 million euros and 279 accounting employees, such as invoice ap-

provals and ‘goods received’ (LT - local team) and manual matching (SSC – performed by 

the shared services center team). 

 

 
Figure 17: Overview of the data - Invoices with completed cycles correspond to 27 572 invoices, 400 million 

euros, 20 subsidiaries, and 2687 suppliers. 

The process starts with LT sending purchase orders (PO) to the supplier and putting them 
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into the system. When the supplier receives the PO, it replies with a product or service and 

an invoice for payment. As the company has the PO data in the system, it recognizes the 

data and automatically matches it when the invoice is received. If the invoice is not 

matched because the data is incorrect, the PO cannot be located, or for any other reason, 

the invoice is forwarded to the SSC team, who will match it manually. The invoice may be 

passed from hand to hand between the SSC team and the LT in manual matching to re-

solve discrepancies. 

 

When the products are received, there may be a block payment code. If this is not filled, 

the payment of that invoice is made after the goods are received. However, this indicator 

changes over time then it was impossible to use it for this snapshot analysis. 

 

4.3. The data quality issues 

 

The data contains several attributes, and there are a few data quality issues that could influ-

ence the analysis result: 

- Missing information: There is no information about the matching type in the avail-

able data. There is no indication if the invoice was a three-way or two-way match or 

if there was a before or after Goods Receipt (GR), even if there is no indication if 

there was a GR or whether it is a service or product purchase. Similarly, the associ-

ated attribute is not explicit in the block code, allowing knowing if there was GR. 

The different types of correspondence would allow different invoice flows to be 

recognized. Therefore, the analysis will only be on whether there is a PO. For the 

process mining, there is a hypothesis that there was a GR using the existence of a 

name in the 'Recipient' attribute, i.e., consider that someone gave the information 

of the reception of the product. Other activities are missing, like changing price or 

quantity.  

- Repetitions: There are repeated names in the supplier attribute, and the same sup-

plier can have several codes. The data with no homogenization will not give more 

precise analyses. Only the code will be used and not the names of suppliers, and it 

will be assumed that there is only one code per supplier. 

- Incomplete information: The attribute 'Manual matching by' has only the last full-

time employee (FTE) name. When the values of the invoice are not identical to the 

PO, the invoice may have to go through several FTEs. The same happens for the 

attribute 'Approvers'. The names were changed to a reference. 

- Missing values: Some invoices are missing the Supplier and invoice number (many 

belong to removed invoices). Some fields are simply not filled in. For example, the 

approver often appears null in invoices that there was an intervention. 

- Incorrect information: Unfortunately, some dates are not following what happened 

as checked with the team, namely Payment, Due, and Discount date. Using these 

data is avoided, mainly by companies using the JDE system. Another incorrect in-

formation occurs in some attributes that change over time. For example, the attrib-
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ute 'Operation status' indicates why the invoice is pending, but once the situation is 

resolved, we are left with no information. This attribute is useful when a live analy-

sis is done but does not allow us to know why the invoices already processed were 

pending. 

 

5. Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) analysis 

 

OLAP is the ability to manipulate and analyze a large volume of data from multiple per-

spectives. OLAP applications are used by managers at any level of the organization to ena-

ble them to perform comparative analyses to facilitate their daily decision-making. There 

are many tools on the market for OLAP analysis. The most widely used on an enterprise 

level is Microsoft's PowerBI. Used in this report was Tableau, as the company's P2P soft-

ware system used it. In order to try to answer the company's questions, there were some 

adaptations to make it easier; in total, the sample was reduced to 2,420 invoices: 

- For calculation, the median was used instead of the mean since the median is the 

value that divides the data set into two equal parts. The median is a more efficient 

measure of central tendency because it is not so affected by outliers. 

- For the study, we use only invoices already processed. The attribute 'Invoice Status' 

is closed, processed, or removed, called complete cycles. The difference between 

the status processed and closed is that the invoices of the latter were already pro-

cessed more than three months ago. 

- The total gross of the invoices was in local currency. Thus, a new variable was cre-

ated to homogenize this attribute in euros. 

- For simplicity, only two invoice types were used, with PO and without PO, the 

most received by companies that use SAP as ERP, Figure 18. 

 

 
 

Figure 18: SAP Invoice type. 

In one month, the median number of invoices daily received was 1,240, with the company 

1001 being one of those that received the most, the total being 4,000 invoices. In Figure 19, 

we have an example of the performance of 3 companies. In the available data, no attribute 

is relative to points b) invoice senders, f) template, and i) spend type, and no result could 

be obtained. 
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Figure 19: Overview of the tree of the companies. 

a) Receiving time 

Receiving time measures the difference between the time of reception of the invoice or 

‘Invoice creation’ and the date of the invoice given by the supplier, the attribute ‘Invoice 

date’. The objective is to detect suppliers or collaborators that delay sending the invoice for 

some reason, either by forgetfulness, inertia, or work method. This delay hinders the timely 

payment of the invoice and the application or not of the associated discount. 

 

Figure 20 shows the median of 3 companies and the five worst suppliers without consider-

ing the gross value. For example, for company 1001, the total median is three days, with 

the worst supplier having a median of 431 days for the company to receive the invoice . It is 

only one invoice, probably a typing or system reading error. Having half of the invoices 

received within three days or less does not seem bad. However, for all suppliers with in-

voices above this amount, it may be worth the company contacting the suppliers or the 

associated employees to understand why there is such a long time interval to receive the 

invoice. Another possibility that invoices take so long is that they may have been rejected, 

and the suppliers sent back a new invoice with the same date as the previous one. 

 

 
Figure 20: Invoice cycle. 
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e) Invoice Lead time 

Again from Figure 20, it is possible to answer this metric that measures the time it takes for 

the invoice to be in the IT system for matching and approval before payment. It is possible 

to see that the median has increased relative to the arrival time of the invoice, so the 

matching and approver procedure should be improved by identifying the causes. Another 

metric is the time after the invoice leaves the system and is forwarded to an ERP software 

for payment. It was detected that there were problems in the system recording the payment 

time, but as an example, it is possible to see the suppliers with more days to perform this 

payment. 

 

c) Item reading 

A System automatically reads every invoice that comes into the company to the Scan pro-

vider, which has associated costs. To answer the question 'How many invoices with more 

than one line?' is to understand whether it is worth paying more for the system to read 

more lines on the received invoices. The attribute 'Nr of codingrows' provides precisely 

this type of reading. 

 
Figure 21: Number of coding rows. 

More than 67% of companies receive invoices with only one line. Again, the example of 

company 1001 with the highest percentage of invoices and with more invoices with more 

than one line represents a median of 1,000 euros per invoice. In Figure 21, supplier 

5000604 has the highest invoice number with more than one line. While the median in-

voice gross amount with only one line is 715 euros, and the median of invoices gross 

amount with more than one line is 4,580 euros. 

 

d) e k) Invoices rejected and duplicated 

Understanding the process is fundamental to know what attributes to look for and inter-

pret the results. In Figure 22, all the invoices of one month were considered, and it is pos-

sible to have an idea of the whole process of the invoice combining the various attributes, 

the LT at the companies is responsible for 'Waiting for goods receipts' and 'In header ap-

proval'. The remaining steps are the responsibility of the SSC team. 
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Figure 22: Invoice Process where LT is the Local Team and SSC is the team from Shared Services Center. 

When the data was obtained, there were still invoices to be processed three months after 

receipt in the System. In Figure 22, it is possible to have an idea of the several states in the 

process of an invoice. Many removed invoices do not indicate a ‘reason for validation’. The 

two measures were put together, ‘rejected’ and ‘duplicated’, because there is little infor-

mation on why the invoice was rejected. 

 

 
Figure 23: Rejected Invoices with Invoice remove duration. 

In Figure 23, it is possible to verify that 20% of the invoices that arrive in the system are 

rejected. It presents the percentage for each company and the suppliers with the highest 

number of invoices from the three companies.  
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Good communication with suppliers to identify the associated problems can give ad-

vantages to companies and suppliers. Companies take less time to process invoices, can 

reduce staff costs, and avoid double payments while suppliers are paid on time. 

 

       
Figure 24: 'Which employees make the biggest invoice rejection?'. 

Regarding FTE, from the team doing the manual matching, one stands out with many in-

voices being removed, M-18 doing over 26% of all rejections, and does it in less than five 

days. Of the approvers' team, the three that do the most rejections do it in the first five 

days. In both cases, the number of invoices removed in one week is less than 70%. Only 

the last FTE name is registered. The invoices may go from ‘hand to hand’ until it is decided 

that they should be removed. 

 

h) e J) Employee analysis 

Processing invoices as productively as possible can have an impact on working capital. Cal-

culating how many invoices are processed per FTE can identify suitable working methods 

of some employees to be reproduced or organize staff for the various approaches to deal as 

well as possible with suppliers. Figure 25 shows two alternatives to analyze FTE's manual 

matching and approval. The number of invoices up to the 3rd percentile of the original 

data is calculated to remove outliers. 
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Figure 25: Percentage of invoices processed and duration by the manual matching team in one month. 

Almost 30% of invoices take more than five days to match manually. M-6 stands out, solv-

ing 18% of the problems, with a median of 1,2 days. The team unable to match the invoice 

will likely send it to the local team that does the approval and reception of the product. The 

fact that the invoice takes a long time to match could mean that the data must be approved 

or the GR must wait for the local team, and only then is the match solved. 

 

 
Figure 26: Percentage of invoices processed and duration by the approval team in one month. 

Regarding LT, there are many invoices where the name is not recorded by the system, 25% 

of all invoices. However, not considering these, and giving the example of company 1001, 

another FTE that stands out is the A-57, which resolves almost 20% of all company in-

voices in less than five days, with a median of less than one day. In order to compare the 

teams and identify the suppliers, the following tables have the median of the manual 

matching and approval time for different gross amount ranges. 
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For invoices with PO and below 1,000 euros, the median of manual matching is five days, a 

high number of days in which the invoices could be processed automatically. In the other 

table below, we can see the list of the respective suppliers. 

 

 
Figure 27: 'Which LT or SSC teams spend more time on an invoice?' 

g) Suppliers with more volume. 

Identifying suppliers with more volume allows us to give special attention to these suppliers 

to create an excellent relationship to facilitate the whole process. For this, a Pareto chart 

was made, which contains both bars and a line chart, where individual values are represent-

ed in descending order by bars, and the line represents the upward cumulative total. The 

Pareto principle says that about 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes. In this 

case, 80% of the total gross derive from 7% of the suppliers. 

 

 
Figure 28: Pareto Chart where 80% of the Invoices' Gross Total derive from 7% of the suppliers. 
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In Figure 28, the suppliers with the respective amounts and companies to which they pro-

vided services or products are identified. The 5th, 9th, and 11th largest suppliers with the 

highest amounts are suppliers belonging to the same corporate group. 

 

l)Touchless Invoices 

The SSC team aims to handle as many invoices as possible automatically. Software that 

does this is sought to reduce employee costs, shorten invoice processing time and human 

error, increase efficiency and professional function within the organization, and offset the 

cost of purchasing the software. It is also advantageous for a business to increase its touch-

less processing rate as it can capture discounts from suppliers by paying invoices well with-

in early payment discount terms.  

 

Touchless invoices are the metric that gives the percentage of invoices processed without 

human intervention between receipt of invoice and immediate payment; this means that for 

an invoice to be automatically matched, we should not have any FTE records. At the time 

of this report, only PO invoices can be automated, and the invoice should be handled on 

the same day. The system used by the company did not provide this metric. The code used 

to find the automatically processed invoices is as follows: 

 

 
Figure 29: Touchless code. 

As a result, the values obtained are in Figure 30, considering all the companies. In one 

month, a little more than 20% of invoices were treated automatically, with company 3103 

with the best performance, with 44.6%. Also, we can see the case of company 1001, with 

17.8% of touchless, and the respective suppliers, notice that the third supplier with the 

highest number of invoices belongs to the company group, and from the 35 invoices 

received in one month, none was automatically processed. 
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Figure 30: Number of touchless invoices by the company and their suppliers, values obtained excluding cases 

with human intervention, based on the purchase order and with similar entry and exit system dates. 

Suppliers from the company group have poor efficiency where practices are not applied to 

increase invoice automation, Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31: Touchless invoices between suppliers in or not Inter Company. 

Although the analysis seems simple, it allowed us to have an idea of the invoice process 

and transform the data in order to be able to apply process mining. 

 

6. Process Mining Analysis 

 

Process improvement is one of the components that companies have been betting on in 

this century. The amount of available data obtained from the various systems that support 

the business has allowed the analysis and improvement of all the processes involved in a 

field of study called process mining, which aims to discover valuable knowledge from pro-

cess data. Process mining techniques allow companies to find process deviations and au-

tomate actions to correct them using event data records.  

 

Event data analysis can be done from an organizational perspective, focusing on how peo-

ple are involved. From a control flow perspective, it focuses on the flow and structuring of 

the process. Moreover, from a performance perspective, it focuses on time and efficiency. 
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This chapter presents the results and discussions on applying process mining techniques to 

the data analyzed. First, the data were transformed to obtain a suitable event log. Then a 

process discovery and process performance analysis are performed using invoices with and 

without PO and GR, thus obtaining different flows. In Appendix II – R programming code 

is possible to see the R code behind the analysis. 

 

6.1. Event Log 

 

The process mining starts by extracting data from one or more information systems and 

transforming it into event logs. Then the processing data where we can aggregate the data, 

removing information that is too detailed. The first two steps use the Tableau prep from 

the previous data analysis. Tableau Prep is an ETL tool that allows one to extract data from 

various sources, transform it, and output it, doing tasks such as joins, unions, and aggrega-

tions.

 
Figure 32: Flow from Tableau Prep. 

The data provided had many dates, many of them prominent, others not so obvious. After 

some checks with the company, the most important and obvious ones were chosen to sim-

plify the process. They are: 

 

a) Invoice date - date of the invoice indicated by the supplier, 

b) Creation date - date of reception of the invoice in the company, name simplified to 

just ‘Creation’, 

c) Matched date - the final date of the invoice match with the respective PO by the 

SSC team. Abbreviated it to ‘Match’, 

d) Approval time - final date of approval by the local LT team. Use only ‘Approval’, 

e) Ready for transfer date - Date after approval and matching. Simplified to ‘Ready for 

transfer’, 

f) Transfer completed time - At this date, the invoice goes to another ERP billing 

support system to proceed to payment. It is simplified to ‘ERP Transfer’. 

g) Removal date - Date of removal of the invoice. At this point, the invoice is discard-

ed by the System for various reasons: duplication, errors, or incomplete data. 
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The other essential variables that were considered necessary for process mining are: 

h) Manual matching count - number of users responsible for the matching of the in-

voice with the PO that, for some reason, may go through several users. 

i) Manual matching duration, d - duration of the matching process 

j) Manual matching - registers the last user to match the invoice, even if it has passed 

by several users. 

k) Header approval count - count the approvers through which a specific invoice 

passed. 

l) Header approval duration, d - approval duration 

m) Approver - register of the last approver 

 

During the matching and approving process, the invoices go from the SSC to the LT and 

vice versa to agree on the invoice data and then make the respective payment.   

 

 
Figure 33: Data before transformation, Tableau Prep view. 

As described in the last chapter, an essential question for the invoice route is whether or 

not to have ‘goods received’ (GR). Once the invoice is received, its payment may be 

blocked until the goods are collected. Having this indication helps to find the various flows 

in the process. In the provided data, there was no field with this measure, so the ‘Recipient’ 

attribute (a name) will be considered a GR indication, with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ intervention. As 

each line represents an activity, an FTE was associated with the corresponding activity: for 

manual matching and approval. 

 

After pivoting the data to transform each date into an activity, the number of rows went 

from 8 thousand to 42 thousand, increasing more than five times. The number of invoices 

remains the same. The point is that the more dates, the more activities, the more rows a 

process has, and the denser it gets. 
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Figure 34: Data after transformation, Excel view. 

While in the previous chapter, each row consisted of an invoice, i.e., each row had a differ-

ent ID. In process mining, each row represents an event, i.e., an invoice has as many lines 

as activities or events. Each row should be an event with at least the following information: 

- A timestamp 

- A case identifier 

- An activity label 

- An activity instance identifier 

- A transactional life cycle stage 

- A resource identifier 

 

The type of event is called the status of the live cycle. There are many choices for the sta-

tus, and by simplicity, the ‘complete’ was chosen for all instants. The set of all events is 

called the event log. Another component is resources. Resources can be the actors in the 

process and perform the activities. In our context, we have the employees that do the man-

ual matching and the invoice approvals. 

 

The event log function takes a data frame as input and returns a log object as output:  

 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 35: Event log R function.                    Figure 36: Output Event log R function. 

The number of cases represents the number of invoices, the number of activities corre-

sponds to the number of dates chosen for the model, and the number of events is the total 

number of invoices in those activities. Finally, the number of traces is the specific number 

of paths an invoice can take. However, only extracted invoices were received in September 

2020; at least one invoice has a date of 2013,                     Figure 36. 
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There are several possible combinations of paths an invoice can take. In real-life situations, 

many activities can occur in any order and be repeated several times. In the data, there are 

84 different traces, meaning there are 84 possible paths that the invoices take. 

 

 
Figure 37: Traces list. 

In a more visual option, we can get the following: 

 
Figure 38: Trace explorer, 90% of the invoices. 

We can see that more than 20% of the invoices have the same trace with the five activities: 

‘Invoice date’, ‘Creation’, ‘Ready for transfer’, ‘ERP transfer’, and ‘Payment’. 

 

6.2. Process discovery 

 

Process discovery is one of the three types of process mining and aims to build a model of 

the process using event logs. The process model discovered it should capture the behavior 

of the data recorded over time. It should be precise and fit the log. 

 

One of the functions available in bupaR is 'process_map', which generates a direct-follow 

graph (DFG) that shows the process activities and the flows between them, Figure 39. It is 

an authentic representation of the log; there is no algorithm behind it that filters or general-

izes the data - an arrow between nodes represents each sequence of two tasks in the log. 
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The nodes' colors and the thickness of the arrows indicate the most frequent activities and 

process flows. Each invoice travels one and only one path, starting at the start  point and 

ending at the endpoint. 

 
Figure 39: Direct-follow graph for all companies' invoices received in one month. 

 

At first glance, the activities all appear as we wanted, there are loops in ‘Approval’ and 

‘Match’ as expected. It seems there is some confusion with Payment, which was expected. 

Were applied some filters to remove the dates with errors. 

 

The alpha miner algorithm is provided through the package pm4py; it allows an interface to 

a process mining library in Python. This package uses the reticulate package as a bridge 

between pm4py and the R package bupaR. It provides various process discovery algo-

rithms, evaluation measures, and alignments (Interface to the PM4py, s.d.). The resulting 

object consists of three elements, a network, a start tag, and an end tag. The network can 

be visualized using petrinetR as follows. (bupaR, 2019) 

 

 
Figure 40: Petri net obtained using Alpha Miner Algorithm. 

The alpha miner algorithm does not consider the frequencies of activities, so links between 
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activities are made two by two. The model becomes complicated and far from representing 

the actual behavior of the process. 

 

The heuristicsmineR package provides the heuristics miner algorithm; this algorithm uses 

frequency to find the Petri net, which is an improvement of the alpha miner algorithm. The 

result from the precedence matrix with a dependency between activities relation of 0,8 is 

below: 

 

 
Figure 41: Efficient precedence matrix using heuristic miner. 

 
The Petri net discovered is as follows below. Despite the filters, it is pretty extensive and 

presented only as an example; the application of the algorithms was not very successful. 

 

 
Figure 42: Petri net obtained using heuristic miner. 

The Petri nets created were not very explicit about the process, and there are not yet other 

process mining algorithms in bupaR available. Although, the bupaR package has another 

function that is interesting to see, which is an animated process map. Figure 43 is a snap-

shot of the time where we can see the invoices going through the discovery process. In this 

case, we have all the companies' invoices, which are highlighted by color. 

 
Figure 43: Animate process map, the companies in colors, and 95% of the invoices. 
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We get a simple drawing of the invoice process from the process map. Unfortunately, there 

is no indication of the GR or the type of match that would be more interesting. The only 

possible analysis in more detail is for invoices with or without PO and supposed ‘goods 

received’.  

 

Using the quality criteria listed in the Process Discovery in report Part I, it was decided to 

use the last criterion to choose the best process for analysis: simplicity. R calculates the 

other criteria, not automatically, but there is no doubt that using DFG is the best tool for 

this kind of process. Was created another DFG using the frequencies in percentages only 

for the company 1001, with the invoices of complete cycles and only with two types of 

invoices with PO and without PO, Figure 44. 

 
Figure 44: Direct-follow graph for all the invoices of the company 1001 received in one month. In the nodes, 

we can see the number of invoices and, in the arrows, their frequency. 

The design of this process makes sense: most of the invoices start with their creation by the 

supplier (‘Invoice date’), then the supplier sends it to the company's system (‘Creation’), 

and then it has several options: it goes to be approved, it goes through manual matching, it 

is removed or, it goes directly to the ‘Ready for transfer’. We can see that there are several 

loops in both the ‘Approval’ and ‘Match’ activities, and there are exchanges of invoices 

between them. Manual matching removed some invoices for some reason, but most go to 

the ‘Ready for transfer’. The invoices leave the P2P system in the ‘ERP transfer’ activity 

and go to SAP or ORACLE for payment support and come back to the system with the 

payment date. It is possible to verify that, although the data collection has been done three 

months after the reception in the system, there are still 130 (5.39%) invoices that have not 

been paid. The process model ends as most of the invoices are paid. 

 

Some invoices leave the ‘Ready for transfer’ activity for ‘Removal’, perhaps these invoices 

have had an intervention, but there is no record of this in the data. 

 

For the 2411 invoices of company 1001, only one does not start as the others. After check-

ing with the original data, the invoice date is after the date of receipt in the system, Figure 

45. The model is working! 
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Figure 45: A rare case Invoice received date before the invoice date. 

Out of curiosity, the respective model in BPMN is given in the figure below. It provides a 

graphical notation for specifying business processes, used widely by business managers and 

analysts. 

 

 
Figure 46: Designed model in BPMN. 

The models were obtained by the available functions of bupaR and algorithms. Another 

program was used to build the BPMN model; however, there are new applications using R 

to generate BPMN models (process-analytics BPMN visualization in R, s.d.). 

 

6.3. Process Performance 

 

From a performance perspective, the performance map shows durations between activities. 

Allows the detection of the bottlenecks in the process. The time durations are indicated on 

the arcs and the number of invoices in the nodes. The performance map in Figure 47 pre-

sented durations using the median, but other configurations are possible (mean, maximum).  

 

 
Figure 47: Performance map using median days. 

Figure 48 is the process's most frequent sequence or trace, called the ‘happy path’. The date 

of delivery of the invoice in the company system is the creation date. Therefore the activity 

named 'Creation', from this activity until the 'ERP Transfer', the duration is minimum, 

equal to zero. From the 'ERP Transfer,' the invoice leaves the system for payment using 
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other auxiliary business software. The company's goal is that the validation process of all 

invoices will have the trace and the duration of the happy path.  

 

 
Figure 48: The 'happy path’ with the median in days for performance. 

Ideally, all invoices would make this path in the best possible number of days. If the in-

voices are automated, the process is faster and more efficient. However, it does not always 

work, and people are always involved in the process. In this event log, all the registration of 

the employee intervention is the FTE variable. As mentioned, the data obtained by the 

system only indicate the last user, so when an invoice has several times in the ‘Match’ or 

‘Approval’ activity, we do not have several users involved; only the last one was recorded. 

 

In order to know who executes the work, we can look at the resource labels, using the re-

source_labels function and frequencies_of_resources. Below, the list gives an absolute fre-

quency per resource. The null values indicated the other activities that do not have re-

sources associated. 

 

 
Figure 49: Frequencies of resources. 

The resource M-16 is the employee last register who realized more manual matching, and 

the A-57 is the approver last register who approved more invoices; this is only for the 

company 1001. Another aspect is the rework, where some activities are done several times 

for the same case, often a source of inefficiencies and waste. 

 

From an organizational perspective, Figure 51 shows a process map of 80%. For example, 

M-16 has the highest number of invoices processed, a total of 644, of which 159 under-

went a matching rework, 62 were passed on to approver A-166, and seven were received 

from approver A-218. The data available are not the best example of applying resource 

maps, but it still is possible to see that there is a communication network and see where an 

invoice passed. 
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Figure 50: Resource map with 80% of the invoices 

For instance, the invoice with PO with InvoiceID = 'b99cdf0bf63445f99e2b60a9602923b4' 

was received in one day, but between reception in the system and the manual matching 

took four days. In total, the invoice took 27 days or 20 working days from its creation to 

payment. There are not many like it either, but it is just to show the possibilities of this 

application.

 
Figure 51: An example of an invoice path. 

With the 'Recipient' attribute, as mentioned, It was assumed that the receipt of the goods 

gets recorded. In our example, there are 1839 (76%) invoices with PO and 572 (24%) in-

voices without PO; basically, half of the invoices have GR. Studying the invoices' path is 

essential since they depend on whether to wait for the GR. 
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Figure 52: Table with the percentage of Invoices with or without PO and with or without GR. 

The invoices with PO can be processed automatically, while the others must go through 

the LT that approves the invoice data. Therefore, the path of the invoices will be different. 

The indication of the GR could improve the analysis to make a payment. It is  necessary to 

wait for the product to arrive at its destination.  

 

From Figure 53, invoices with PO take longer to process, even without GR. The median 

for the invoices is 30, 21, 7, and 1 day to finish the cycle, respectively. The time decreases 

slightly by excluding the removed ones. 

 

 
Figure 53: Boxplot comparing time performance of the invoices whit and without PO and with and without 

GR, from ‘Creation’ activity to the end of the process. 

The following sections analyze these four invoice scenarios, thus obtaining different paths, 

only taking the example for company 1001; it can easily be extended to any other. 

 

6.3.1. Invoices with PO and GR 

 

The first case is the invoices with PO and GR, i.e., a PO was sent to the supplier and regis-

tered in the system. The supplier, in response, sends the GR and the invoice. Then either 

must wait for the goods to be received or not. 
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Figure 54: Process map of invoices whit PO and GR. 

From Figure 54, we can see that practically all the invoices pass through the teams; 64% of 

the invoices passed through ‘Approval’ and 84.83% through manual matching. Only 97 

invoices, 12%, go directly to the ‘Ready for transfer’ activity. However, 12 of these were 

removed (Figure 55), and 244 (30%) invoices suffered rework, going through several users, 

probably with errors that made the invoice matching with the PO difficult. 

 

 
Figure 55: The different paths of 80% of invoices with PO and GR. 

In Figure 55, we have 80% of the paths covered in the process, thus not considering the 

less frequent cases. Only 7,52% plus 2,79%, the third trace and the sixth trace, the invoices 

followed without any intervention. The only difference is that the invoices have not been 

paid yet in this last trace. There was still a tiny percentage of invoices that went directly to 

the approval team. These cases may have happened by mistake or the team's lack of PO 

insertion in the system. 4.61% of invoices were removed, the majority after manual match-

ing and approval.
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Figure 56: Invoice performance with PO and GR, median day duration. 

Figure 56 shows the median of the invoice’s removal duration. Even after the ‘Creation’ 

activity, the median was 11 days and 31 days for invoices removed that went from hand to 

hand in manual matching and approval. 

 

6.3.2. Invoices with PO and without GR 

 

Invoices with PO and without GR have great potential to be automatic because they do 

not have to wait for the GR. Indeed, more than 45% entered and left the system without 

intervention; they made the path ‘Creation’, ‘Ready for transfer’, ‘ERP transfer’, Figure 57. 

The performance map showed that these invoices took a median of zero days to remain in 

the system, which is probably an indicator that they were automated.

 
Figure 57: Process map of invoices whit PO and no GR. 

 
Figure 58: The different paths of 99% of invoices with PO and no GR. 

The rework time for the manual matching activity is a median of 7 days, which needs to be 

improved for the invoice cycle performance. 
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Figure 59: Invoice performance with PO and no GR, median day duration. 

6.3.3. Invoices without PO and with GR 

 

These invoices have no PO but with GR and need to be approved. Of them, 97% were 

analyzed by the approvers' team, except for one that may have been a data quality error and 

went to the manual matching team. However, four did not go through approval; these may 

be cases without recorder approvers.

 
Figure 60: Process map of invoices without PO and with GR. 

 
Figure 61: The different paths for 99% of invoices without PO and GR. 
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From the performance map in Figure 62, it is possible to see that invoices from 'Creation' 

to 'Ready for transfer' take a median of 33 days, perhaps waiting for the goods to be re-

ceived. The duration to approve the invoices has a median of 9 days. 

 
Figure 62: Invoice performance without PO and with GR, median day duration. 

 

6.3.4. Invoices without PO and GR 

 

Invoices without PO and GR may be services, but they must go through approval for vali-

dation. From Figure 63, 90% of the invoices were removed, but 16 were paid without in-

tervention. These invoices seemed to have no intervention and were probably automatic . 

Even the removed ones were made with a median of one day. 

 

 
Figure 63: Process map of invoices without PO and GR. 

In this situation, only three possible traces were obtained. 

 

 
Figure 64: The different paths of all the invoices without PO and GR. 
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Figure 65: Invoice performance without PO and GR, median day duration. 

 

6.4. Conformance Checking 

 

Conformance checking aims to analyze the relationship between observed and desirable 

process behavior. It can repair models, evaluate process discovery algorithms, or use rules 

as connections between activities. Rules can be derived from process models as constraints 

given by the model’s control flow. (Kiarash Diba, 2019) The conformance can be measured 

by counting the violation and satisfaction of the order of the intended activities.  

 

In Figure 66, it is possible to check the relative-precedent type of precedence matrix, which 

can also be calculated with absolute, relative, or relative-consequent frequency values. The 

relative-precedent presents relative frequencies within each antecedent, i.e., showing the 

relative proportion of consequents within each antecedent, i.e., antecedent ‘Approval’ is 

followed 3.7% of the time by consequent ‘Approval’, 9.39% by manual ‘Match’ and 86.91% 

by ‘Ready for transfer’. There is some rework: 18.23% of manual ‘Match’ has the same ac-

tivity as the consequent. 

 

 
Figure 66: The precedence matrix shows the flows from one activity to another in relative frequency. 
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The desired path would be ‘Invoice date’, ‘Creation’, ‘Ready for transfer’, ‘ERP Transfer’, 

and ‘Payment’. After the ‘Creation’ activity, 19,5% of the invoices goest to ‘Approval’, 42% 

to manual ‘Match’, 14% to ‘Removal’, and only 24% to ‘Ready for transfer’. Therefore, 76 

% of the invoices failed to pursue the ‘happy path’.  

 

Rules are defined for a pair of activities, and because this example has many reworks, it 

seems like using the trace as a study is more appropriate than only activities. The idea is to 

apply conformance checking to analyze Worst and Best in Class, understand the traces of the 

rejected invoices, and find the trace of the automatically processed ones. 

 

6.4.1. Duplicated 

 

Duplicate invoices prevent streamlined processing; their impact is much more significant 

than just within the AP department. Many of these departments, especially in large compa-

nies, have people working especially on recovering amounts resulting from duplicate pay-

ments and may use some computer software to help avoid this complication. The software 

uses machine learning to detect duplicate invoices and find group patterns such as similar 

values, suppliers, and references. For example, the same invoice may appear twice, one with 

a standard US date and another with an EU format, if no one notices it is paid twice. 

 
Figure 67: Duplicated invoices. 

From Figure 67, the median value between the invoice date and its reception is 95 days. 

This high value gives the idea that the suppliers probably forwarded the invoice because 

they did not get an answer to the first sending. Maybe promote invoices update or give 

invoice receipt and inform them how long expect it to take payment. 

 

In the data, there was a ‘Duplicated’ indicator where the system marked an invoice to reject 

it. However, this only happened in the ‘Creation’ activity when the invoice was received in 

the system. So, there may be duplicate invoices that were removed by employees later in 

the process. It seems better only to consider the rejected ones for study, whether they were 

duplicate invoices or any other error. 

 
Figure 68: Performance maps of rejected invoices. 
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For this company, 15% (370/2411) of the invoices received were rejected, representing 

more than 15 million euros, and only for invoices with and without PO. Of the rejected 

invoices, nine went through the manual matching and twelve through the approval activity. 

 

 
Figure 69: Traces of rejected invoices. 

The first trace has a median of 1 day to remove the invoice, but the second already has 35 

days. However, the majority were detected early on; of the 344 invoices, 128 were marked 

as duplicates, almost 40%. 

 
Figure 70: Table with rejection rate suppliers list. 

In Figure 70, it is possible to check the suppliers with the highest number of rejected in-

voices, the rejection rate, and the amounts involved. The first two suppliers with the high-

est number of rejected invoices are inter-company. Another example is supplier 5022680; 

in one month, sent 103 invoices, and 36% were rejected, which involves a total of 38 thou-

sand euros. 

 

6.4.2. Touchless 

 

Organizations expect that purchases will be delivered and paid for on time. Making the 

process automatic is a goal, and finding good examples is one way to measure company 
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performance. There was no information in the system on which invoices had been pro-

cessed automatically. The time of permanence in the system must be less than one day 

from ‘Creation’ to ‘ERP transfer’ activity. 

 

 
Figure 71: Touchless performance map. 

As a result, 348 touchless invoices were obtained, corresponding to 14.4%, a little less than 

the 17.8% given by the OLAP analysis. 

 

 
Figure 72: Table with touchless rate suppliers list. 

 
A list of the suppliers with the highest number of touchless invoices is calculated, with the 

respective touchless rate and the associated amounts (none is inter-company). 

 

Finally, to find the invoices with the potential to be touchless by finding the number of 

invoices with PO that could be processed automatically but went through the manual 

matching without approval, and removed the rejected ones, gave 32% (786) of the invoices 

with an associated value of more than 30 million euros. 
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7. Results 

 

The report's purpose was to apply the mining process to find problems associated with the 

AP department's P2P process. The process was unknown, which can change from compa-

ny to company, but the preliminary OLAP analysis helped to understand. Several filters 

were applied to the data, and the results only concern one month, one company, and two 

types of invoices. The summary of all the information obtained from the data provided is: 

- In one month, 12,615 invoices were received, with a median of 1,240 per day. 

Company 1001 had the highest number, with 2,500 invoices.  

- For the 1001 company, the median time for receipt of the invoice was three days, 

but there are many suppliers with significant differences in dates. These differences 

could be due to delays in the process, and the supplier sends back the same invoice 

several times to get an answer from the company. Solving the problem prevents 

employees from unnecessary work to deal with duplicate invoices and the risk of 

paying twice. Maybe it is essential to improve the relationship with the supplier: 

make it clear how to make the process more efficient, a clear and straightforward 

user's guide, adapted to each country and type of supplier, or send update payment 

messages.  

- Inter-company suppliers are not a good example of performance compared to oth-

er suppliers. 

- An organization perspective analysis is done, but it is not explored because there 

are some doubts since data only indicate the last user.  

- From the Pareto chart, we saw that 80% of the total gross amount came from 7% 

of the suppliers, and was identified the supplies with the highest amounts, the high-

est rejection rates, and the highest number of touchless. 

- The processing time for invoices with PO associated has a higher median number 

of days than those without PO. It is the most frequent type of invoice and with a 

chance of being faster processed and perhaps even automatically. 

- For the same company, in one month, 15% of invoices were rejected, 14% were au-

tomatically processed, and 32% had the potential to be handled automatically. 
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8. Conclusions and Final Thoughts 

 

The idea of applying process mining is to obtain a model process from observed and rec-

orded data. Just by having a recorded date, an activity, and a unique identifier for each case , 

it is possible to draw the trajectory of the dataset, whether it is a process in the industry, 

transport, accounting, tax, audit, hospital, aviation, or customer service. The data in the 

report is about a P2P process used by an AP department to follow the invoice process. 

 

Process discovery algorithms deal with noise by removing infrequent behavior or ignoring 

incomplete cases. The alpha miner is the oldest, simplest, and most studied, and the heuris-

tic miner is an improvement since it considers the frequency of activities and can handle 

loops. Both were applied. Some criteria to evaluate algorithm application are fitness, preci-

sion, generalization, and simplicity. The best choice would be a balance between the criteria 

and the actual behavior of the data. However, in this case, the model chosen was a direct-

follow graph (DFG) application. This elementary function links one activity to another and 

sorts in chronological order, which was more successful than the algorithms. 

 

Conformance checking compares the model's behavior with the observer's behavior to find 

deviations. The report analyzes the best possible behavior as non-contact invoices (touch-

less) and the worst possible behavior, which is rejected/duplicated invoices. 

 

The tool used for process mining, the bupaR package, does not have many algorithms 

available to apply process discovery, and the results of the existing algorithms were not 

satisfactory. The academic software alternative would be to use ProM. This software would 

have more algorithms, including the fuzzy algorithm, one of the most efficiently used. It is 

not presented comparisons with other software. Still, there are clear signs that it is neces-

sary to develop more than what is available in R. However, it is a good alternative for com-

panies working with bupaR than some commercial software (a surprising cost). It is an 

excellent alternative to ProM, which according to a colleague's thesis (Silva L. F., 2014), 

was not worth the effort of learning the tool for such meager results. R is free and open 

source, allowing integration with other tools, and anyone can develop and adapt to each 

situation. 

 

The bupaR package also handles XES files, which event logs are often stored, but it is not a 

necessary condition. The XES stands for Extensible Event Stream and is a standard adopt-

ed by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, conversion from other formats (CSV) is 

easy if the correct data are available.  

 

When moving from data analysis to process mining analysis, it was necessary to transform 

the data and get more than five times more rows of data which can be pretty challenging 

for an extensive database. If there were more information about the process, such as the 

GR date, change price, disputes with suppliers, or the names of all employees, this model 

would be much more complicated to analyze but more attractive. 
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It was intended to integrate the results into Tableau. It is possible to do data mining using 

R in Tableau. However, it was not possible to apply for process mining, maybe due to the 

limitation of the student license. There are tutorials on applying the process mining func-

tions of R in PowerBI. The significant advantage of this integration is the ease of using 

filters, visualization, and exploring without any code (Business Process Analysis in PowerBI 

using R visuals, s.d.).  

 

This report was inspired by the BPI challenge 2019. Since 2011 the IEEE (Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers) Task Force on Process Mining has organized the 

Business Process Intelligence Challenge (BPI challenge), similar to machine learning con-

tests in Kaggle. Participants receive a record of real-life events from a company, the pro-

cess owner suggests a specific scope for analysis, and the goal is to gain insights from the 

process. Data analytics, data mining, process mining, and predictive analytics techniques 

can be used. The BPI Challenge aimed to allow researchers and practitioners to showcase 

their work (Conference, 2019).  

 

I believe process mining can be a great resource and a complement for data analysis, adding 

the knowledge of machine learning. Proof of that is the amount of commercial software 

that has emerged for this theme. Process mining gives ‘a helicopter view’ to the process. 

Van der Aalst (Aalst W. v., Process Mining, Data Science in Action, 2016), suggests using 

process mining to improve predictive analysis. The next step of this report would be to 

apply predictive analytics to the rejected invoices using process mining knowledge and 

compare the performance with the application of data mining techniques.  
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Appendix I - Attributes available 

 

The data was obtained from Basware, the kp Oporto software, to handle purchase orders 

and invoice processing. Four linked sources were obtained and identified the key attributes , 

even if some were not used in the report's analyses. 

 

 
Figure 73: Available database, source Basware help center. 

The process starts with LT sending purchase orders (PO) to the supplier, putting them into 

the system, and recording the arrival of the products line by line - recorded in the Cod-

ingRowPurchaseOrderLine source. The invoice sent by the supplier is registered in In-

voiceCodingRowMain (SAP ERP) or InvoiceCodingRowCustom (JDE ERP). As soon as 

the invoice is matched with the PO, it goes to the source InvoiceHeather by the system.  

 

 
Invoice Header Variable Type Description 

Organization Organization Categorical Organization unit name 

 Company code Numeric Organization identification code 

 Country of organization Categorical Organization unit´s country 

 Organization level 2 Categorical ERP used by the company, SAP or JDE 

Supplier Supplier Categorical Supplier´s name 

 Supplier code Numeric Supplier´s identification code 

 Supplier Country Categorical Supplier’s country 

Invoice Invoice ID Numeric Unique identifier of invoice 

 Invoice number Numeric Invoice reference number 

 Invoice Type Categorical Credit memo, invoice w/ purchase order, invoice w/o PO 

 Invoice Status Categorical Invoice status in Basware P2P 

 Invoice Sub-Status Categorical Second level status of an invoice 

 Operation Status Categorical Operation Status, change over time 

 Disputed Categorical Shows if the invoice has been disputed at least once 

 Association Type Categorical Describes if the invoice is based on a purchase order or not 

 N. of Coding rows Numeric Number of coding rows 

 Approver Categorical Invoice Header Approver (name) 

 Recipient Categorical Invoice in approval (name) 

 Header approval count Numeric Header approval count 

 Header approval duration, d Numeric The total duration of header approval 

 Reference Person Categorical Invoice reference person 
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 Supplier VAT Reg Categorical Supplier VAT Reg 

 Purchase order number Numeric Purchase order number linked to the invoice header 

 PO Originator Categorical Purchase Order originator (name) 

 Payment block code Numeric Code, change over time 

 Reason for failed validation Categorical Invoice validation in the reception 

 Gross Total Numeric Gross total in invoice currency 

 Currency Code Numeric Currency code of invoice total in invoice currency 

 Gross Euro Numeric Gross total in euros, attribute created 

 Net total Numeric Gross total without taxes 

 Tax total Numeric Taxes  

For Matching Matching Status Categorical The outcome of matching activity on the invoice 

 Matching Sub-Status Categorical Matching sub-status of an invoice 

 Matching Type Categorical How invoices have been matched 

 Manual Matching by Categorical Name of the person who has done the manual matching 

 Manual matching count Numeric Number of manual matching tasks 

 Manual matching duration, d Numeric The total duration of manual matching 

For Discount Supplier payment term code Numeric Supplier´s payment term code 

 Payment term code Categorical Payment term in code format 

 Default payment term Categorical Invoice payment term in the text 

Dates Invoice date Date Invoicing date 

 Invoice cash date Date Date when invoice´s cash discount expires 

 Due date Date Invoice due date 

 Creation date Date Invoice creation time in Basware 

 Date send to process Date Invoices send to process date 

 Date matched Date Date matched 

 Approval time Date Timestamp when the last invoice header approval task has been com-

pleted 

 Ready for Transfer date Date The time when the invoice is ready for transfer to an ERP system 

 Transfer completed time Date Date when the invoice transfer has been completed 

 Payment date Date The time when the invoice was paid, returned to Basware P2P from 

the banking system, found some errors.  

 G/L date Date Bookkeeping date 

 Removal date Date Invoice removal date 

 Voucher date Date Not working 

 
Coding Row Purchase 

Order Line 

Variable Type Description 

 Order ID Numeric Unique identifier of the purchase order 

 Order_row_id Numeric Unique identifier of the purchase order row 

 Creation Time (order) Date Date of the purchase creation in the Basware system 

 Goods receipt usage Categorical If there is GR or not, it does not work. 

 Order Quantity Numeric Quantity order by the company 

 Received quantity Numeric Quantity received 

 First delivery date Date Date of the delivery of the first item in the invoice  

 Last delivery date Date  Date of the delivery of the last item in the invoice 
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Invoice Coding Row Variable Type Description 

 Account name Categorical Account name 

 Account code Numeric Account code 

 Cost center name Categorical Cost center 

 Cost center code Numeric Cost center 

 
 
 
 

Appendix II – R programming code 
 
  ################################################# 
  ################## Process Mining ################## 
  #################### bupaR.net ##################### 
  ################################################# 
  setwd("~/Data mining Master/Tese/R Results") 
  #getwd() 
  #install.packages(c('bupaR', 'eventdataR', 'xesreadR', 'edeaR', 'processmapR', 'processmonitR', 'pm4py')) 
library(readxl); library(bupaR); library(processmapR); library(processmonitR); library(dplyr); library(processanimateR); li-
brary(eventdataR); library(heuristicsmineR); library(pm4py); library(petrinetR); library(daqapo) 
  # pipe operator %>% 
  Book1 <- read_excel("pm.xlsx") 
  # Inspect the structure of the data 
  # str(Book1) or 
  summary(Book1) 
    # To create the event log object 
  invoices <- eventlog( 
    Book1, 
    case_id = "InvoiceID", 
    activity_id = "activity", 
    activity_instance_id = "order", 
    lifecycle_id = "status", 
    timestamp = "date", 
    resource_id = "FTE" 
  ) 
  mapping(invoices) 
  # Total number of invoices 
  n_cases(invoices) 
  # Summary of the data 
  summary(invoices) 
  # Show the journey of the first invoice 
  slice(invoices, 1) 
  # Number of distinct activities 
  n_activities(invoices) 
  # The names of the activities 
  activity_labels(invoices) 
  # List of activities 
  # or activity_dashboard(invoices) 
  activities(invoices) 
  # A sequence of activities describes each case. It is called a trace. 
  traces(invoices) 
  # Different number of traces 
  n_traces(invoices) 
  #The percentage coverage of the trace to explore. Default is 20% most (in)frequent 
  trace_explorer(invoices, coverage = 0.80) 
    #Which activities are always done for an invoice and which are rare? 
  #Which activity type occurred in the least number of cases? 
  invoices %>%   activity_presence() %>%   plot() 
   ##################################################### 
  ################ Process Discovery ###################### 
  ##################################################### 
  ################### Heuristics Miner #################### 
  ###################################################### 
  # Dependency graph/matrix 
  freqinvoices <- invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter_trace_frequency(percentage = 0.8) 
  dependency_matrix(freqinvoices) %>% render_dependency_matrix() 
  # Causal graph / Heuristics net 
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  causal_net(freqinvoices) %>% render_causal_net() 
  # Efficient precedence matrix 
  m <- precedence_matrix_absolute(freqinvoices) 
  as.matrix(m) 
  dependency_matrix(freqinvoices, threshold = 0.8) %>% render_dependency_matrix() 
  causal_net(freqinvoices,threshold = 0.8) %>% render_causal_net() 
  # Convert to Petri net 
  cn <- causal_net(freqinvoices, threshold = 0.8) 
  pn <- as.petrinet(cn) 
  render_PN(pn) 
  ##################################################### 
  ##################### Alpha Miner ##################### 
  ##################################################### 
  discovery_alpha(freqinvoices) -> PN 
  PN %>% str 
  PN$petrinet %>% render_PN() 
  discovery_alpha(freqinvoices, variant = variant_alpha_plus()) -> PN 
  PN$petrinet %>% render_PN() 
  ######################################################## 
  #################### Inductive Miner ################### 
  ######################################################## 
  discovery_inductive(freqinvoices, variant = variant_inductive_imdfb()) -> PN 
  PN %>% str 
  PN$petrinet %>% render_PN() 
  ####################################################### 
  ################### Direct Follow Graph ############### 
  ######################################################## 
  #To visualize processes using a process map. 
  invoices %>%  
   filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter_trace_frequency(percentage = 0.95) %>% 
    process_map( 
      # type_edges = frequency("relative-case"), 
      #type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
    # process map of median performance in hours 
  invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    process_map(type = performance(FUN = median, units = 'hours')) 
    # Select top 20% of cases according to trace frequency 
  happy_path <- invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter_trace_frequency(percentage = 0.2) 
    # Process map of absolute case frequency 
  happy_path %>%  
    process_map( 
      #type_nodes = frequency("relative-case"), 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
   
    happy_path %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    throughput_time(units = "days") 
   
  invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter_activity("Invoice date",T)%>%  
    group_by(InvoiceType)%>%  
    throughput_time(units = "days")%>%  
  plot() 
   
  # Animate process map 
  invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter_trace_frequency(percentage = 0.95 ) %>%  
    animate_process( 
      #mapping = token_aes(color = token_scale("red")) 
    ) 
   
  invoices %>% 
  filter_trace_frequency(percentage = 0.95 ) %>% 
  animate_process( mode = "relative", jitter = 10, legend = "color",  
                  mapping = token_aes(color = token_scale("Company code",  
                                                          scale = "ordinal",  
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                                                          range = RColorBrewer::brewer.pal(7, "Paired")))) 
   
  # Filter for the 80% of most common activities 
  invoices %>% 
    filter_activity_frequency(percentage = 0.8) %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency(), 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
   
  #Filtering by activities of the process  
  invoices %>% 
    filter_trace_frequency(percentage = 0.6) %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency(), 
      type_edges = performance(median, "days") 
    ) 
   
  #One anomaly - Invoice date after creation date 
  anomalie <- invoices %>% 
    filter_precedence( 
      #    antecedents = "activity that came before", 
      antecedents = "Creation", 
      #    consequents = "activity that came after", 
      consequents = "Invoice date", 
      #    precedence_type = c("directly_follows", "eventually_follows"),  
      #    filter_method = c("all", "one_of", "none"), 
      filter_method = "all", 
    ) 
  anomalie$InvoiceID 
   
  invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`== 1001) %>%  
    filter( is.na (CountrySupplier)== F) %>% 
    group_by(CountrySupplier)%>%  
    throughput_time(units = "days") %>%  
    plot() 
  ######################################################## 
  #############  Organizational analysis ################ 
  ######################################################## 
  #who executes the work 
  resource_labels(invoices) 
  #resources frequencies 
  resource_frequency(invoices) 
  #removing blank FTE 
  invoicesFTE<-filter_resource(invoices,NA,reverse = TRUE) 
  resource_labels(invoicesFTE) 
   
  invoicesFTE %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter_resource_frequency(percentage = 0.80) %>% 
    resource_map() 
   
   
  #The precedence matrix shows the flows from one activity to another  
  #in a rectangular format.  
  invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    precedence_matrix(type = "relative-antecedent") %>% plot() 
   
  invoicesFTE %>%  
    filter(InvoiceID =="b99cdf0bf63445f99e2b60a9602923b4" ) %>% 
    resource_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
   
  invoices %>%  
    filter(InvoiceID =="b99cdf0bf63445f99e2b60a9602923b4" ) %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
  ######################################################## 
  ############### PO and GR analysis ##################### 
  ######################################################## 
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  invoices %>% group_by(InvoiceType) %>% 
    n_cases() 
  # 1. PO and GR   
  POGR<- invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
   # filter_activity("Invoice date",T)%>%  
    filter(GR=="yes" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv.with PO") 
   
  POGR %>%   
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency("relative-case"), 
    ) 
   
  trace_explorer(POGR, coverage = 0.91) 
   
  POGR %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
   
  resource_labels(POGR) 
  #Remove nulls 
  POGRFTE<-filter_resource(POGR,NA,reverse = TRUE)  
  resources(POGRFTE) 
  POGRFTE %>%  
    filter_resource_frequency(percentage = 0.80) %>% 
    resource_map() 
   
  # 2. PO and no GR 
  POnoGR<- invoices %>% 
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter(GR =="no" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv.with PO")  
   
  POnoGR %>%  
    process_map(type_edges  = frequency("relative-case")) 
   
  trace_explorer(POnoGR, coverage = 0.99) 
   
  POnoGR %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
  resource_labels(POnoGR) 
  #Remove nulls 
  POnoGRFTE<-filter_resource(POnoGR,NA,reverse = TRUE)  
  resources(POnoGRFTE) 
  POnoGRFTE %>%  
    #filter_resource_frequency(percentage = 0.90) %>% 
    resource_map() 
   
  # 3. No PO and GR 
  noPOGR<- invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter(GR=="yes" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv w/o PO")  
   
  noPOGR %>%  
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency("relative-case") 
    ) 
   
  trace_explorer(noPOGR, coverage = 0.99) 
  noPOGR %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
  resource_labels(noPOGR) 
   
  #Remove nulls 
  noPOGRFTE<-filter_resource(noPOGR,NA,reverse = TRUE)  
  resources(noPOGRFTE) 
  noPOGRFTE %>%  
    filter_resource_frequency(percentage = 0.90) %>% 
    resource_map() 
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  # 4. No PO and No GR 
  noPOnoGR <-invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter(GR =="no" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv w/o PO")  
   
  noPOnoGR %>%  
    process_map( type_nodes = frequency("relative-case")) 
   
  trace_explorer(noPOnoGR, coverage = 1) 
  noPOnoGR %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
   
  #5. PO  
  PO <- invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter(InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv.with PO")  
   
  PO %>%  
    process_map() 
   
  trace_explorer(PO, coverage = 0.99) 
  PO %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
  resource_labels(PO) 
  #Remove nulls 
  POFTE<-filter_resource(PO,NA,reverse = TRUE)  
  resources(POFTE) 
  POFTE %>%  
    filter_resource_frequency(percentage = 0.90) %>% 
    resource_map() 
   
  #6. No PO  
  noPO <- invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter(InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv w/o PO")  
   
  noPO %>%  
    process_map() 
   
  trace_explorer(noPO, coverage = 0.99) 
  noPO %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
  resource_labels(noPO) 
  #Remove nulls 
  noPOFTE<-filter_resource(noPO,NA,reverse = TRUE)  
  resources(noPOFTE) 
  noPOFTE %>%  
    filter_resource_frequency(percentage = 0.90) %>% 
    resource_map( 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, units = "days") 
    ) 
   
    POGR %>% 
  filter_activity("Invoice date",T)%>%  
  throughput_time(units = "days")  
  POnoGR %>% 
    filter_activity("Invoice date",T)%>%  
    throughput_time(units = "days")  
  noPOGR %>% 
    filter_activity("Invoice date",T)%>%  
    throughput_time(units = "days")  
  noPOnoGR %>% 
    filter_activity("Invoice date",T)%>%  
    throughput_time(units = "days")  
    
   
  hip <-invoices %>% 
    mutate( 
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      hypothesis = case_when( 
        GR=="yes" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv.with PO" ~ "1.POGR",  
        GR=="no" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv.with PO" ~"2.POnoGR",  
        GR=="yes" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv w/o PO" ~ "3.noPOGR", 
        GR=="no" & InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv w/o PO" ~ "4.noPOnoGR",  
        TRUE ~ "Appropriate" 
      ) 
    ) 
  hip %>% 
  filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
   filter_activity("Invoice date",T)%>%  
    filter_activity("Removal",T)%>%  
    group_by(hypothesis)%>% 
    throughput_time(units = "days") %>%  
    plot() 
   
  ######################################################## 
  ########### Rejected / Duplicated ####################### 
  ######################################################## 
  activities(invoices) 
  # invoices removed 
  Removed <- invoices %>% 
    filter(`Company code`==1001) %>%  
    filter_activity_presence(activities = 'Removal',  
                             method = "all") 
   
  #filter_activity_presence( 
  #  eventlog, 
  #  activities = NULL, 
  #  method = c("all", "one_of", "none", "exact", "only"),  
  #  reverse = FALSE 
  #) 
   
  # Create a performance map 
  Removed%>%  
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency(), 
      type =performance(mean, "days"), 
      type_edges = performance(mean, "days")) 
   
  Duplicated<-invoices%>%  
    filter(ReasonForFailedValidation =="Duplicate")  
   
  Duplicated %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency(), 
      type =performance(mean, "days"), 
      type_edges = performance(mean, "days")) 
   
  trace_explorer(Removed, coverage = 1) 
   
  # first trace 
  Removed %>%  
    filter_trace(9) %>% 
    filter_activity("Invoice date",reverse=T)%>%  
    throughput_time(units = "days") 
 
  # Process map of the invoice eighth trace 
  invoices %>%  
    filter_activity_presence(activities = 'Removal', method = "all") %>% 
    filter(SupplierCode == '30090000') %>% 
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency(), 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, "days")) 
   
  # All invoices not removed 
  not_removed <- invoices %>% 
    filter_activity_presence(activities = 'Removal',  
                             method = "none") 
   
  #wo_removed <- not_removed %>%  
  #  filter_precedence( 
  #    antecedents ="Creation",  
  #    consequents = "Transfer completed",  
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  #    precedence_type ="directly_follows",  
  #    filter_method ="none" 
  #  ) 
   
  #process_map(wo_removed) 
  # Ready to transfer and Removal ones 
  #ReadyToRemoval<-invoices %>%  
  #  filter_precedence( 
  #    antecedents ="Ready for transfer",  
  #    consequents = "Removal",  
  #    precedence_type ="directly_follows",  
  #    filter_method ="one_of" 
  #  ) 
  #ReadyToRemoval%>% process_map() 
  ## table(ReadyToRemoval$InvoiceID) 
  # Cration to Ready to transfer and Removal 
  #CreationToReadyToRemoval<-ReadyToRemoval %>%  
  #  filter_precedence( 
  #    antecedents ="Creation",  
  #    consequents = "Ready for transfer",  
  #    precedence_type ="directly_follows",  
  #    filter_method ="one_of" 
  #  ) 
  
  ##################################################### 
  ##################### touchless ##################### 
  ###################################################### 
  invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`== 1001) %>%  
    filter_activity_presence(activities = 'Removal',method = "none") %>% 
    filter_resource(NA) %>% 
    filter( InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv.with PO" & CycleTime < 1)%>% 
    process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency(), 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, "days") 
    ) 
   
prep<-  invoices %>%  
    filter(`Company code`== 1001) %>%  
    filter_activity_presence(activities = 'Removal',method = "none") %>% 
    filter_activity_presence(activities = 'Approval',method = "none") %>% 
    filter( InvoiceType=="Vend.Inv.with PO" & CycleTime >= 1) 
 # %>% 
      process_map( 
      type_nodes = frequency(), 
      type_edges = performance(FUN = median, "days") 
    ) 
  ############################################################### 
  ############################################################## 
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